In a recent correspondence, Painter' shows that the first-order statistics of the product of a Gaussian noise process and a binary process taking on only the values k 1 is Gaussian. The purpose of the present letter is to point out that the product process, although having Gaussian first-order statistics, is not a Gaussian process; i.e., the higher-order statistics are not in general multivariate Gaussian.
-[a(l,-I) + a ( -I , I)]. (4)
Equation (3) 
since Mz(u)=Mz( -u ) and a(l)+a( -l)=l.
Hence the first-order statistics are indeed Gaussian, as Painter shows by a somewhat more elaborate calculation.
Thus given Z(t)=C(t)X(t), although Z(t1) is Gaussian, Z(tl), Z(t,) are not in general jointly Gaussian. Hence Z(t) is not a Gaussian process. This result could also be inferred from continuity considerations. Consider the stationary binary process where u(t) is the unit pulse on the interval [0, l), and e, { G,} are independent random variables, e being uniformly distributed on [0, l ) , and c,, taking on the values 1 with probability +. The covariance of this process is readily determined to be which is a continuous function of T . If the Gaussian process X ( t ) is also assumed stationary with continuous covariance and independent of C(t), then the covariance of the Z-process is given by the product of that of the C and X processes, and is continuous. However, almost all sample functions C(t) contain an infinite number of jump discontinuities; hence, almost all sample functions of Z(t) contain jump discontinuities. However, for a stationary Gaussian process, by a theorem of Belayev,' the continuity of the covariance function precludes the occurrence of jump discontinuties in almost all sample functions. Consequently, Z(t) (which is stationary) cannot be a Gaussian process.
The distinction between a Gaussian process and a process having only first-order Gaussian statistics is of practical as well as theoretical importance. For example, if a Gaussian process is passed through a linear filter, the output is a Gaussian process. However, if a process with first-order Gaussian statistics is passed through a linear filter, it is not generally true that the output has even first-order Gaussian statistics. This may be illustrated by the previous example. Let Y=Z1+Z2, where Z1 and Z2 are each Gaussian variables, but ZI, Z2 are not jointly Gaussian. If the joint distribution corresponding to the characteristic function in (3) is employed (setting a = f for simplicity), we find for the probability density of Y This is not Gaussian! A linear combination of Gaussian variables is itself Gaussian, only if the variables are jointly Gaussian (or, equivalently, only if all conditional probabilities are Gaussian).
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INTRODUCTION
This letter describes an almost universally applicable approach to receiving coded or M-ary signals. For a given high level of performance, this approach requires substantially less hardware than the most famous error correction schemes.
I n many applications, especially in military communications, message reliability at reasonable expense under highly adverse conditions is far more important than exceptionally high data rates. .4t moderate data rates, the approach described herein provides exceptionally high message reliability for given conditions and a given quantity of hardware. For example, the device required to perform the equivalent of correcting a t least 32 bit errors, regardless of 
